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The PFW Upgrade Path without Compromise

Since support ended, manufacturers using PFW have faced a difﬁcult
choice. Invest in a new ERP system plus custom development, or hope
your IT team can keep PFW functional for a while longer. Expense
versus risk.
Procession offers you a better choice. Combined with Sage X3,
Procession provides the upgrade path for chemical manufacturers
without compromising on function. Sage X3 and Procession will:
 Simplify compliance and reporting to meet the complex and
layered regulations that you face as a chemical manufacturer or
distributor.
 Support robust formula testing and management, allowing you
to develop products that meet market expectations and protect
proﬁts.
 Provide continuous quality control management, at the levels
relevant to your processes, to deliver highly consistent products.

Function inspired by PFW is just the beginning
Working with our PFW clients to include the best of the legacy system, the Procession team has worked to make the transition as
easy as possible. Additional functionality—managing modern compliance issues and automating critical business
processes—makes Procession the ideal solution for PFW users.
Just a few of the functions that our clients who formerly used PFW really appreciate include:
 GHS Compliant Safety Data Sheets (SDS), integrated with authoring systems and accessible within Sage X3.
 Regulation requirements tracked by product to meet the SARA act requirements.
 Product registration tracking to manage sales in restricted locations (Pesticides and VOC).
 GHS compliant package labeling direct from Sage X3.
 Support for true blind shipments.
In addition, many of our PFW clients have been surprised by the ease of use of Procession with Sage X3. Users are immediately
comfortable with the Sage interface and Microsoft Ofﬁce integration to accelerate implementation. Fully supporting automated
workﬂow, business intelligence and mobility, Procession and Sage X3 provide a modern solution that will grow with your business.

The only Sage Certiﬁed Solution for the chemical industry
Tested and veriﬁed to meet best practice integration methodologies for
Sage ERP X3, Procession requires no additional hardware or user
training. Accessible from any Sage ERP X3 session, Procession
eliminates the need for “islands of data” that make queries and
reporting difﬁcult.

One affordable, integrated business management solution built to
meet industry requirements
Procession completes the specialized functionality to make Sage X3 ideal for
specialty and consumer chemical manufacturers and distributers. Functionality
includes:

Advanced regulatory compliance
Ensure full adherence to federal and local regulations to handle, control and
report chemicals in full compliance through.
 GHS Compliant Safety Data Sheets (SDS) accessible within Sage X3
 Regulation requirements tracked by product
 GHS Compliant Package Labels
 VICS standard Bill of Lading with Hazard designation and DOT Proper
Shipping Name

Flexible R&D formulation
Procession allows you to manage formulas with the ﬂexibility that ensures
consistency and protects proﬁtability with:
 R&D formulation managed separately from inventory and manufacturing
 Formula costing
 Support for multiple formula versions
 The ability to easily switch formulas for one or multiple products

End-to-end quality control
Procession adds the level of quality control that chemical manufacturers need
through:
 Tracking results by sample
 Easy-to-use QC interface
 Deﬁned targets and spec ranges at the product-level
 Graphical results analysis by range for batch, product or question
 Customer/Supplier speciﬁc testing coming soon

Comprehensive safety & handling
Providing an additional layer of safety management, Procession supports:
 SDS accessible anytime, from any device, within Sage ERP X3
 The option to deliver SDS with shipping documents
 Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) and hazard ratings (HMIS/NFPA)
available to material handlers and batch makers
 GHS and hazard information available on package labels
 Designation of multiple emergency contacts and instructions for BOL

Streamlined manufacturing
Delivering more control over the manufacturing process, Procession provides:
 Manufacturing notes and ingredient order included on the batch ticket
 Weight and volume target visibility
 Boiler plate production notes

Informed customer service
To improve customer service, Procession provides visibility across the
organization with:
 Single screen tracking of sales orders through production and
shipping
 Drill-down capability to BOL, invoice, picking ticket, delivery
 Pro number visibility on the order
 3rd party freight billing
 Tracking weights by hazard class

You don’t have to get by with your current PFW system,
trying to cobble together all the pieces to meet regulations.
Let’s talk about a migration path from PFW to Procession.
Contact us today.
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